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tunate individual was in the water. I. 
Brunel instantly, with that presence of mind 

to which I have been more than once wit- 
ness, slid down one of the iron ties, and 
after him Mr. Gravatt, each making a rope 
fast to old Tillet’s waist, who, having been 

looking after the packing of the pumps 
below the shaft, was overtaken by the flood. 

He was soon placed out of danger. The 
roll was immediately called—wot one absent.” 
Fortunately, no lives were lost; but this 
irruption was only the forerunner of 
another, attended with the most melan- 
choly results, and which was preceded by 
an accident which troubled Mr. Brunel even 
more than the influx of water. On June 
27, 1827, two of the directors, having 
expressed a wish to obtain a view of the 
shield, embarked in a small boat. for that 
purpose, which was unfortunately overload- 

ed and upset, and one of the party, a miner, 
was drowned. One of the most striking 
characteristics of Brunel's inventions was 
the means he provided for the protection of 
life, and, notwithstanding all the difficulties 
by which the operations of the tunnel were 
beset, no life had yet been sacrificed when | 
the necessary care had been taken. 

By January, 1828, the shield had ad- 
vanced to the middle of the river. Mr. I. 
K. Brunel, the son of the great engineer, 
judging that a more rapid rate of progress 
would also be more safe, and calculating 
on the tried skill, courage, and physical 
power of some of the men coming on in the 
morning shift on January 12, 1828, ven- 
tured at high-water, or when the tide was 
still rising, to make an important advance ; 
but the shield was not, as was afterwards 
proved, thoroughly well secured. In a 
short time a column of ground, eight or ten 
inches in diameter, was forced in, and this 
was immediately followed by the over- 
‘whelming torrent, So rapid was the influx 
of water, that had not the workmen quitted 
the stage immediately, they must have been 
swept off; a rush of air suddenly extin- 
guished the gas lights, and they were left to 
struggle in utter darkness. Five men were 
drowned, and the tunnel was again filled   

with water. One of the great advantages. 
which Brunel believed the shield possessed 
was the security it afforded to life; but, 
unhappily, the confidence which that sup- 
posed security inspired supplied a tempta- 
tion to incur risks against which no protec- 
tion would avail. In aletter to the directors 
Mr. Brunel, jun., described the scene as 
follows :—“I had been in the frames with 
the workmen throughout the whole night, 
having taken my station there at ten o’clock. 
During the workings through the night no 
symptoms of insecurity appeared. At six 
o'clock in the morning (the usual time for 
shifting the men) a fresh set came on to work. 
We began to work the ground at the west top 
corner of the frame. The tide had just 
then begun to flow, and finding the ground 
tolerably quiet, we proceeded by beginning 
at the top, and had worked about a foot 
downwards, when, on exposing the next 
six inches, the ground swelled suddenly, 
and alarge quantity burst through the open- 
ing thus made, This was followed instantly 
by a large body of water. The rush was so 
violent as to force the man on the spot 
where the burst took place out of the frame 
(or cell) on to the timber stage behind the 
frames. I was in the frame with the man ; 
but upon the rush of the water I went into 
the next box, in order to command a better 
view of the irruption ; and seeing there was 
no possibility of their opposing the water, I 
ordered all the men in the frames to retire. 
All were retiring except the three men who 
were with me, and they retreated with me, 
I did not leave the stage until those three 
men were down the ladder of the frames, 
when they and I proceeded about twenty 
feet along the west arch of the tunnel. At 
this moment the agitation of the air by the 
rush of the water was such as to extinguish 
all the lights, and the water had gained the 
height of the middle of our waists. I was 
at that moment giving directions to the 
three men, in what manner they ought to 
proceed in the dark to effect their escape, 
when they and I were knocked down and 
covered by apart of the timber stage. I 
struggled under water for some time, and at


